
 T H E  P U R P O S E  O F  B L A C K  E X E C S
To understand the purpose of the BlackExecs platform, we’d begin first by discussing the

domino effect racialized inequality has on Black Canadaian communities, and their economic

stability. The very baseline of racialized inequality in the context of Toronto, Canada  (aka. The

world’s biggest multicultural melting pot) challenges the Canadian halo and illuminates the

reality of Black bodies existing within Canadain borders.

 

Although Canada has done an excellent job at painting itself a halo, the lived experiences in

Toronto’s streets are pushed to the gutters of Spadina and Bloor. As multiculturalism and

Canadian nationalism have fused themselves as one, it makes it hard to conceptualize

University of Toronto’s Dr. David Hilchanski (2018) research findings confirming that “in

Toronto, the colour of money is [predominantly] white.” Which makes me question,  how do

Black residents account for 13% of Toronto’s low-income neighbourhoods, but are only 9% of

the general population (Contenta, 2018)? 

RACIALIZED INEQUALITY:
The Domino Effect
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There have been missteps and fractured attempts

by policy and programs that have tried to stabilize

the domino effects. Inequalities that began as

childhood insults, and morphed into reasons why

you didn’t get the job, or why you were denied for a

raise.

 

The statistics listed above only paint a faint picture

of these complexities, but also serve to debunk

speculation, while also guiding those who are being

newly introduced to the reality of these

experiences.

 

We commend and support the individual Black

entrepreneurs who have taken it upon themselves

to challenge the system, build a brand and start a

business to support their economic growth. Thus,

supporting the future of economic growth for the

entire community
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Dr. Hilchanski’s research begs for

further inquiry to be made around

who is granted access to

opportunity, jobs, education, and

home ownership...and who is not?

Because it is these questions that

will help unravel the economic

impacts that Black Canadian

communities are faced with due

to the domino effects of racialized

inequality.

To paint a further picture of this

domino effect, juxtaposed to

Toronto’s low-income

communities Black residents only

account for 3% of the 27% of

‘visible minorities’ who have

forced their way into high-income

communities. All the while, White

bodies confidently take up 73% of

the high-income club, while only

accounting for 23% of Toronto’s

general population...(Contenta,

2018).

Black Execs
Stay Connected. We Got You.
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